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MEMORANDUM 

�F'!DENTIAL 

MEMORANDUM FOR: 

FROM: 

SUBJECT: 

Legal Rights 

5595 

THE WHITE HOUSE 

WASHINGTON 

September 27, 1979 

THE PRESIDENT 

ZBIGNIEW BRZEZINSKI 

Guantanamo (U) 

- CONFIDENTIAt-
..SECRET ..ATTACHMENT 

In two separate treaties signed in 1903 with the Government 
of Cuba, the u.s. obtained rights to lease and maintain a 
naval station at Guantanamo in exchange for an annual payment 
of two thousand gold dollars. These treaties were reaffirmed 
in 1934 when the U.S. and Cuba agreed that the U.S. could 
continue to lease the land "until" both governments agreed to 
modify or abrogate the agreement. In short, we have the legal 
right to stay in Guantanamo as long as we want to. (C) 

Six days after coming .to power, the Castro regime sent the 
U.S. a note that said: " . . •  we are pleased to advise you that 
the Revolutionary Government has complete control of the 
Republic . . •  [and] that all international commitments and agree
ments in force will be fulfilled." Castro cashed our rental 
check the first year, but none since. The Cuban government 
periodically insists that we are there illegally, basing its 

. claim on the premise that the 1903 treaties were imposed by 
force, conveniently ignoring the 1934 treaty. Castro has 
apparently decided to wage an international propaganda cam
paign to de-legitimize our presence, and he has received a 
considerable amount of support, particularly. from .the Third 
World. (C) 

Military Mission and Posture 

The base has 357 marines, nearly 2000 naval personnel, and , 

20 Air F�rce and Coast Guard personnel. There are over 3500 
dependents and civilian personnel living on the base. The 
mission of the Naval Base is to conduct and support naval 
operations in the area, ASW and surveillance operations, naval 
search and rescue mission, and training of surface units. (C) 

Reinforcement and Exercises 

It would take four days to reinforce the base by airlifting 
four infantry battalions (5000 marines) and if required, an 

_.,C.ONFftJENTIAL 
Review on 9/26/85 

DECLASSIFIED . �J(�3{t� Sec. 3.4· 

CONFIDENTIAl :· �!.�'tf�::-'s-4 
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Army airborne brigade (3000 troops). USAF fighter aircraft 
could deploy within three days to bases in southern.Florida. 
According to OSD, it would cost about $5 million to transport 
them; permanent billeting would.cost about $30 million. 
Reinforcement exercises are an inexpensive alternative to 
permanent reinforcement and would convey the same message of 
displeasure to the Cubans. and Soviets. (C) 

-GeNFIDENTIAL 

� CONFIDENTIAl-
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. MEMORANDUM 

· _.CONFIDENTIAL 

MEMORANDUM FOR: 

FROM: 

SUBJECT: 

THE WHITE HOUSE 
-€0NFI8ENTIAL 

WASHINGTON 

September 28, 1979 

THE PRESIDENT 

ZBIGNIEW BRZEZINSKI � ' 

Speech Draft 

I enclose the speech draft as developed by Rick Hertzberg 
on the basis of your previously edited outline and then 
revised by the editorial group. Disagreements·are indicated 
in the draft. 

As far as I am concerned, the basic problem still remains: 
our response, particularly in the military realm is focussed 
on the Caribbean, whereas the problem pertains more generally 
to the need for greater balance in the US-Soviet relationship. 

The section on SALT seems to me to be the strongest and 
rhetorically most compelling. 

You should also ask yourself whether the overall tone meets 
your international and domestic needs. You have heard frbm 
all of your advisers and I do not think that at this stage 
any of us can be of more help to you. 

Given Donovan's experience in mass media, I would recommend 
that you speak to him separately and get an overall assessment, 
not so much of the specific substance of the speech but the 
likeliness of its impact. 

COMF !J:)EN'PIAL-. .. 
Review on September 28, 1979 

---CONFIDENTIAL 
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9/28/79 
Draft THREE (A-1) 

Proposed Report to the Nation on Soviet Troops in Cuba 

Fellow citizens, I have asked for this television time to 

report to you on a number of issues connected with the presence 

of the Soviet combat brigade .in Cuba. 

L,This is not an .easy subject. I ask you to listen patiently, 

because the informat�on I want to present to you cannot be outlined 

. in a sentence or two: i"ask you to listen carefully, because the 
; r, 

issues at stake concern the security of our country and global 

peace�_7* 

The United States and the Soyiet Union are the two most 

powerful nations in the world. The relations between us·are 

complex, because they have strong elements of both competition 

and cooperation. 

*Some believe this is artificial; others that the public must be 
prepared to deal with a long and difficult speech. 
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Militar,tly and politically, we compete with the S9viets 

·around the world. Our philosophies conflict in fundamental 

. ways, and quite often so do our interests. 

On the other hand, the Soviets and ourselves share an 

overwheiming mutual interest in preventing a nuclear war. 
� 

is why, for a generation, the Soviets have cooperated with us, 

and we with them, in seeking to reduce that danger through arms 

control agreements. The latest s�ch agreement -- the most 

important and promising so far is the second Strategic Arms 

Limitation Treaty (SALT II), which is now awaiting 

by ·the u. S. Senate. 

In recent weeks, a new element has been introduced.into 

our relationship: con�inc�ng evidence ·that a Soviet combat 

brigade has been in Cuba since at feast the mid-1970s. 
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Tonight, I want to talk to you about the specific problem 

of the Soviet prigade in Cuba and the general problem of Soviet-

Cuban milita�y activism in the Third t\Torld. 

I want to describe for you the actions I am taking to counter 

these activities. 

And, I want .to put these __ problems into the context of our 

overall national interest··-- and to tell you why it remains 

essential for the United States to ratify the Strategic Arms 

Limitation Treaty and to persevere in our efforts t9 control ·, . 

nuclear weapons. 

I want to reassure you at the outset that we do not at this 

moment confront any immediate, concrete threat that could quickly 

escalate into war. The United States is at peace tonight �- just 

as we have been at peace throughout the time I·have been 

President. 
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But we do face a challenge. It is a challenge to our will 

a nd determination in standing up to Soviet co�petition. It is 

also a challenge to our wisdom -- our ability to act in a firm, 

measured way, with a reasoned understanding of our true national � 

interests. 

Here is the backgrou nd on the Soviet brigade in Cuba. In 

one of the most dangerous confrontations of the Cold War, 

seventeen years ago, the Soviet Union suddenly attempted to 

introduce nuclear arms into Cuba. This direct threat to the 

United States ended with the withdrawal of those nuclear arms. 

·At the time of that 1962 crisis,. there were some 20,000 Soviet 

military personnel in Cuba. The bulk of them were.also withdrawn. 

Those that stayed behind, we 'believed, were there to advise and 

train Cuban forces and to perform intelligence functions. 
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Then, about six weeks ago, -American intelligence obtained 

irrefutable evidence which had been accumulating •for some 

time that a Soviet combat unit was stationed in Cuba. Once 

we established this beyond doubt, it was possible for our exper_ts 

to conclude, through a careful review of past intelligence data, . � 

. / .. --,\ 
that this un'it- had been there at least sine{ 19� and possibly 

\ l�-

longer. 

This unit is a ground combat brigade of two to three 

thousand men. It does not resemble any of the twenty or so· 

Soviet military advisory groups in other foreign countries. It 

is armed with tanks and other modern military equipment. It is 

organized as a combat unit, and its training exercises are those 

of a combat unit. 

This is not a large force. It presents no direct threat 

to us. It has no airborne or seaborne capability. In contrast 

to the 1962 crisis, no nuclear threat to the u. 'S. is involved.· 
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Nevertheless, the Soviet brigade is a serious matter. 

It contributes to tension in· the Caribbean and Central American 

region. It adds to the fears of countries in that area that 

they may fall victim to soviet-Cuban Ladventuris�/.* It is 

part of an intensifying Soviet-Cuban military relationship 

including the transfer of modern arms and the increased presence 

of Soviet naval forces. Finally, it helps support a pattern 

of Soviet-Cuban interventions and us� of military force throughout 

the world. 

LThis pattern da.tes back to 1975, when the Soviet Union 

launched a substantial program· to build up Cuba's armed forces 

an.d to back Cuban intrusions into troubled areas of the worid 

Angola; Ethiopia, Yemen and elsewhere. 

*Lloyd_believes this word is foreign-sounding. 
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L_'Now,. there are ·some 40,000 Cuban troops overseas. These 

troops are supported and armed by the Soviet Union . 

. {�hroughout this period, Russian military support of Cuba 

has been increasing. The Soviet Union has ·provided Cuba 

with some· one and three-qua·rters billion dollars in military 

supplies. These supplies have:included, for example, 280. 

advanced jet .aircraft; some 100 naval vessels; 650 armored 

personnel carriers; and an entire naval port. The result is 

that Cuba now has the largest, best equipped armed forces in. 

the Caribbean and Central American area, except, of course, 

for our own. 

/r!le Cubans get this Russian military help free. East 

Germany, Bulgaria and the rest of the Warsaw Pact countries 

have to pay for their Soviet military supplies, but Cuba does 

not. 
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LThis pattern holds true for Cuba's whole economy, 

which the Soviets subsidize to the tune of three billion 

dollars a year. That is equal to a quarter of Cuba's entire 

gross national product. 

LFidel Castro does not pay money for his Russian arms 

and his Russian economic subsidy. He has paid a much higher 

price than that. In effect, Mr. Castro has sold the independence 

of his country to the Soviet Union. 

_61r. Castro claims to be "non-aligned," but this is an 

:absurd and obvious lie .. In every international dispute� on 
·' 

every international issue,-' :Cuba automatically follows the. 

Soviet lin e. There is· no more real difference-between Soviet 

and Cuban fore·ign policy than between Soviet· and Bulgarian 

foreign policy. 
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/The Soviet brigade in Cuba is the latest manifestation of 

Moscow's dominance of Mr. Castro. It raises the level of that 

dominance -- and it raises the lev�l of responsibility that the 

Soviet Union must take for Cuban military actions abroad�7* 

We have been negotiating with the Soviet Union over the 

past four weeks for a resolution of the p roblems raised by the 

brigade in Cuba. 

I regret to report to you thatthe6verall outcome of the 

negotiations must be viewed as unsatisfactory. The existing 

Soviet combat capability in Cuba remains in place. Together 

with the rapidly modernizing Cuban armed forces a shadow remains 

not only upon the Caribbean and Central America, but upon all 

the troubled areas of the world in which the Soviets and Cubans 

may seek to intrude. 

*Lloyd,and Warren believe this whole section -- beginning on page 
6 - - is given too much prominence, is peripheral or unrelated to 
the brigade issue and describes something we ·don't propose t() do 
much about anyway. 
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I have therefore decided to take several appropriate 

measures -- and I am confident that in these actions I will have 

the support of the Congress and of you, the American people .. 

First, I want to affirm that it is the policy of the United 

States to oppose the deployment of Cuban or Soviet combat forces 

against any nation in this Hemisphere. Every nation in the. 

Hemisphere can be confident that the United States will act in 

response to a request for assistance in meeting any such threat 

from Soviet or Cuban forces. 

LThis policy is consistent with our responsibilities as a 

member of the Organization of Afuerican States and a party to 

the -Rio Treaty. It is an affirmation in new circumstances of. 

John-F. Kennedy's declaration on April 19, 1963, "that we would 

not permit any .. troops from Cuba to move off· the Island of Cuba 
. .  · 

' - -

in any offensive action against any neighboring countries. _:7* 

*Zbig and Harold Brown believe this detracts from the uniqueness 
of your statement and can be used in the backgrounder. Warren 
and Lloyd think it is important to es.tablish continuity with the 
past. 
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Second, to improve our capacity to support this. policy, I 

am ordering the following steps: 

We will form a permanent, full-time· Caribbean Joint Tas·k 

Force Headquarters at Key West, Florida. Forces will be 

assigned to this headquarters as neces�ary from-all-�he military· 

services. With this new headqua:r;-ters permanently responsible 

for expanded planning, exercising, and, if required,".employment 

of designated forces, we will gain a substantially improved 

capability for rapid response to any attempted encro�chment in 

the region by Cuban or Soviet armed forces. 

As a companion measure, I have ordered an expansion of 

military exercises in the region. As a first step, I have added 

to a previously planned naval training exercise an additional 

phase in the region of our base in Guantanamo, Cuba. As a 

further step, I have ordered the conduct of an amphibious 
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reinforcement exercise into Guantanamo in the near future, 

involving _approx·imately 1500 marines and 2000 naval personnel, 

J· 

for a total exercise force of about 3500 . . A f�w years ago, \w'J v�'� � 
, (.I jl 

.AY·/"' / \ I ,; 
the United .States withdrew approximately 1000 marines from the\

\
..: t

v
/ J-

\ .V/ ,') !.<'" 
\ }"". & \J! . 'vf-

base and planned to substitute periodic reinforcement exercises 1·/ �J 

)1,�/:. � 
to assure the security of Guantanamo. Subsequently, however, ( vY: ..... 7\ �)jl 

w¥ � 0 8-'. • I <\ • 

in an effort to improve relations with the Government of Cuba, 

a decision was made to suspend these planned exercises. In 

view of .the Soviet combat presence, 'these exercises will .be 

conducted regularly from now on. 

These and other measures which we will adopt as necessary 

will insure our continued capability to respond to any regional 

�� 

or external interference with nations of the Western Hemisphere. 

More important, they underscore a crucial message -- the United 

States will stay in Guantanamo. 
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But the threat to the stability of the Caribbean· and>:Cen.tr:al 

America comes not merely from the menance of Soviet and Cuban 

arms, it also comes from the social turmoil caused by unmet 

economic and human needs. Therefore, as a crucial element of 

.these efforts, I will be asking the Congress for a supplemental 

appropriation for economic and security assistance to the nations 

of Central America and the Caribbean. 

Beyond the Hemisphere, the United States has acted to meet 

the broader challenge to our interests from Cuban intervention . 

. . 

We helped block the invasion of Shaba in Africa. We helped 

thwart the attack on North Yemen. We will shortly announce 

important continuing reinforcement of our naval presence in 

the Indian Ocean which we have been preparing for some time. 

But if we are to compete effectively with the soviet Union 

and be prepared to protect our global interests, we must have 
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a world-wide capacity to project our military forces. We 

must be able to move our ground and sea' -units to distant 

.areas -- rapidly and with adequate supplies. 

We have already begun upgrading our ability to do this. 

I have directed the Secretary of Defense, in the course of 

preparing the budget for the next year, to insure that we 

accelerate these efforts. 

For example, we will increase our capacity to airlift 

without extensive reliance on staging bases, and to escort our 

sea-lifted forces. We will, of course, maintain the amphibious 

assault capability of the Marine Corps. 

To supplement it, we will proceed with a program to 

procure so-called forward equipment ships, which can provide 

our forces with heavy equipment in areas far from American bases. 
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I also intend to increase the level of exercises for 

training and readiness of forces in the rapid deployment category. 

Second, we must intensify our intelligence effort in regard 

to Soviet and Cuban activities throughout the world. To 

strengthen our capabilities in this area, I will be making 

specific requests of the Congress in this sensitive area. We 

are expediting our study of legislation to guard against damage. 

to our crucial intelligence sources and methods, without impairing 

·Civil and constitutional rights. 

·_/ 

Third, I am modifying our policy of restraint on arms 

sales to exempt from the.resttictions any country menaced by 

Soviet ahd Cuban military activities. 

·These steps reflect my determination to defend, the' interests 

of the.United States. In developing them, I consulted with 

Congressional leaders, with my own �dvisers, and with a'bipattisan 

group of distinguished American citizens. 
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I am convinced that these measures will me�t the challenge 

symbolized by the Soviet brigade in Cuba. 

But a larger question has arisen. What- does the presence 

of the combat brigade,mean for our relations with the Soviet 

Union? Is it part of the long-standing mixture of competition 

and cooperation with the Soviet Union which requires vigilance, 

·firmness and flexibility on our p�rt? Or should it be the 

occasion for a fundamental change in that policy -- a moving 

away from efforts to build cooperation and a return to a policy 

of across-the-board confrontation -- a return to the Cold War? 

I have considered thi� question carefully as well. I 

have consulted on it just as widely. o 

And I have. concluded -- with a sense of absolute certainty --

that the brigade ·iss�e is not the occasion for a return to the 

Cold War. It is not the occasion for a policy of total 
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confrontation. · Such a policy migh� be emotionally satisfying 

for a few days or a few weeks. But it would be enormously 

destructive to the overall national interest and the overall 

national security of the United States. 

We must continue the basic policy that the United States 

_has followed for twenty years, under six ·Administrations of 

both parties the p·olicy of both. competition and cooperation 

with the Soviet Union. 

Obviously, the Soviet.brigade in Cuba increases the 

competitivE7 aspect of the u.s.-soviet relationship. LThe 

Soviets have shown themselves insensitive to a number of our 

concerns; and in addition to the steps I have outlined tonight, 

we will respond· in' kind to that insensitivity_�.?* 

*Lloyd, Warren and Hedley think this is too threa�ening and 
breaks the flow of this section. Zbig and Harold Brown believe 
it is important to lay down this marker both with the Soviets 
and with the American people. 
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But the effort.to reduce the chances of nuclear war must 

continue. 

The greatest danger to American security tonight is not 

·a: brigade of Soviet troops in Cuba. It is not Cuban divisions 

in Africa. The greatest danger to all the nations of the 

world including the United States and the Soviet Union --

is the threat of nuclear holocaust. 

That is why tonight I renew my call to the Senate of the · 

United States to ratify the SALT II Treaty. 

SALT II is a solid treaty. · It is verifiable. It is the 

most important step ever taken in controlling strategic nuclear 

arms. It permits us to strengthen.our defense and preserve the 

strategic balance at lower risk and cost. It permits us to 

concentrate our defense budget which we are increasing at 

3% per yea� -- on areas of greater need. 
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tin�lly, SALT II is the absolute prerequisite to futther 

n�goti�t�ons aimed at deep, mutual cuts in nuclear arsenals . 

. All' this has been 'established in months of exhaustive Senate 

, hearing!:;.··. 

Furthermore and I ask you to listen particularly 

closely to this the abandonment of SALT would seriously 

compromise our security. 

Of course we have disagreements with the Soviets. Qf, 

course we have conflicts with them. If we did not have those 

disagreements and conflicts, we would not need a treaty to 

reduce the possibility of· nuclear war between us. 

/If SALT I I  is rejected, a difficulty such as the one I 

have discussed tonight -- the matter of the Soviet brigade in 

Cuba .;.._ would take a whole n�w ominous dimension_:?* Against 

*Lloyd believes this greatly exaggerates the importance of the 
brigade issue. Hedley and Warren also favor removal. Claytor, 
Aaron and Hertzberg believe it helps tie the speech together and 
uses the SALT �e!:�el argument against the SALT opponents.· 

,: ... " .... £. 
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the background of an uncontrolled, unlimited nuclear arms 

race, every competitive element of U.S.-Soviet relations would 

carry the seeds of the ultimate horror . 

. In addition, SALT II is crucial to American leadership 

1- �-� �.::l 
....,..,.- -· �· ' {\.:., ' 

d)-' :r"· .v 
of the We�tern Alliarice. 

� 9- ,A ;Y . . � y�''-. 
\ .. y <;" ¢?-\ .·r s, v ...;"-' v ).: 

The ·leaders. of OUf ."European Allies support SALT II -\ 14../��"�)-"'-.5 �vvJ 
\ "t.J � . t -1" U-" 

.>f..-' 'lfl\ .{' 
unanim(;usly ·' I have talked. to a number of those leaders in \-iJ J.rv &'\ ·""v 

I --.""· " -.."' 
A_y.l\), rr(' �.l\ 

·the past several days. And I must ·tell you tonight that. if w- .J'�u ;r'-l' cv.r .. \./��" 
.\.v \ ' 

the Senate rejects SALT II, they and their countries would 

react with incomprehension and Lconcer�7·* .The effort to 

build up and modernize NATO -- an effort. in which we have 

invested so much time, money and attention -- would lose 

momentum. 

I know that for Members of Congress, this is a troubling 

and difficult issue in .a troubling and difficult,time. But 

*Rick Hertzberg favors �fr±�ht�" 

�-
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the actions I have.outlined tonight deserve their support. So 

does SALT II. 

I say to the Senate and I say to you, the American people, 

with all the urgency and conviction at my command, that the 

ratification of this treaty is in the. interest of the United 

States. 

/And I call upon· you -- the American people -- to dernand 

.of;your Senators that·they move swiftly to approve this absolutely 

crucial bulwark against nuclear war . 

. ,. 

_{J; __ call .upon each and every one of you -- not as Republicans 

-
�: 

-or Democrats,·but as Americans i'- to.write to the Senators from 

your stat�·and tell them that you want the SALT II Treaty 

ratified_�_7*-. '_\:' L · --· -

*Everyone but Rick Hertzberg thinks these two paragraphs should 
be deleted. 
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The purpose of SALT IT·and the purpose of the actions 

··"' ry f:;\1�- .e.. 
I have outlined tonight in the matter of the Soviet brigade 

. -�' ..( s'k..{'U.["' '� 
\/j' -· \'�' �vJ e.. . �-c.l 

in Cuba are- exactly the same. , �t:-
- .'' - l.>:{) ./ 

�'- .. .J c. cl' 

· . That purpose is a just and lasting peace in the world 

a peace that brings secur_i ty to our Nation and to a 11 the 

. nations of; the, ·earth. 

·/This morning, Pope John Paul .II arrived in our country. 

He has come here, as he has traveled the globe, in the serv:Lce 

' of world peace. My fellow Americans, let us not disappoint him. 

Let us show him -- let us show each-other -- let us show all 

humanity that the United States of America stands for justice, 

for reason, for faith -- and for peace�7* 

# # # 

*Again, everybody but Rick thinks this should be out. 

' 



MEMORANDUM 

MEMORANDUM FOR: 

FROM: 

SUBJECT: 

THE WHITE HOUSE 

WASHINGTON 

September 28, 1979 

THE PRESIDENT 

DAVID AARON � 
Dinner.Meeting with the "Alumni Group" 

This memo briefly summarizes the results of the. discussion 
of the Alumni Group Friday.evening. The discussion divided 
unpredictable lines between those who felt we should minimize 
the importance of the combat brigade so as to protect a far 
more important possibility of SALT ratification and those 
who felt it was part of a broader patte�of .soviet activity 
which required a firm u.s. response again for the sake 
of SALT. 

. 

The most interesting points to emerge were the following: 

Dean Rusk suggested that since we do not know 
the exact purpose of the brigade, your speech ought to 
"box the compass" of possibilities stating what we will do 
about such possibilities. For example, if it is there to 
intimidate or intervene in the Caribbean or Central America, 
we will take '

'
the following actions : ' 

If it is there to 
encourage Cuban intervention in the Third World, we will 
strengthen our rapid deployment force and our intelligence 
capacity. If it is there to serve as the cadre for a larger 
Soviet force, we will strengthen our own capabilities in that 
region, etc. 

Governor.Harriman and others emphasized the 
importance of including in your speech those assurances which 
the Soviets have given us and trying to build upon them. 
(You will note the present draft omits any detailed discussions 

of what we asked for or what the Soviets have given us.) 

Finally, Henry Kissinger suggested that your speech 
deal only with the Soviet brigade and not go into SALT. 
He and others seem to feel it would be too difficult to 
make the case in the same speech that we were responding 
firmly to the Soviet brigade in Cuba and ,yet we should still 
go forward with SALT ratification. He urged a short (10-minute) 
statement confined to the brigade. 

-'-eeNF�:EN·T� 
Review on September 28, 1979 

DECLASSIFIED 

Per; Rae P�?le.=-ct::..;;.._ __ _ 

ESDf':.:_: . . � Jl. c- r f ""2.0·/"'Cf 

BY /�.7 ::.�.� .. -· · � t:oj?Jji..L 



THE WHITE HOUSE 

WASHINGTON 

September 28, 1979 

Mr. President: 

Apparently it would be good 
if we could have your edited 
draft back early tomorrow 
(before your meetings). That 

way, Jerry Rafshoon, Anne Edwards, 
Gordon Stewart and I can work 
with Dorothy Sarnoff on it 
before the afternoon. 

Rick Hertzberg 
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'MEMORANDUM 

THE WHITE HOUSE 

WASHINGTON 

C'ONFIDEN'I'IAL 
� 

September 29, 1979 

INFORMATION 

MEMORANDUM FOR: THE PRESIDENT 

FROM: ZBIGNIEW BRZEZINSKI 

I. chaired the "Alumni Panel" for 1-1/2 hours this morning 
and I asked each participant to address himself specifically 
to the questions of tone and substance in regard to: 

1. Cuba/Brigade 

2. Caribbean 

3. Wider Soviet/Cuban Activity 

4. SALT 

My hasty report is attached on an individual-by-individual 
basis, though most seem to agree that it should not be a speech 
both on the brigade and SALT issues. 

Attachment 

,.£'0NFIDEN'l'IAL 

Review on 9/29/85 
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RUSK 

1. Stress concern about what they are.trainjng the 
Cupans for and indicate that U.S. would defend against any 
act�ons �n the Caribbean. 

2. Refer to Africa and Arabian activities, and· indicate 
that you would consult the Allies on it. 

3. We will not tolerate their aqventures. 

4. Make short statemento-- don't talk too much about 
SALT because it lEmg_thens it too. much. 

G- \ "" "" 1' (Z '(.&( 
Sf\LBRAITH 

1. Avoid wording that would hurt SALT. 

2. U.S. forces would be maintained at sufficient level 
so there is no advantage for the SovietUnion. 

MC CONE 

1. Don't accept training unit version. 

2. ·Public surprise that there are as many as 3,000 
Soviet military-in Cuba. 

3. Need st.rong statement that Soviet military support 
ot Cuba is tin�cceptable and that brigade is tip cif the iceberg. 

4. Deprive the Soviets of some trade and do more for 
military budget. 

MC CLOY 

1. Would be more concerned if the brigade was 
training.( ��) 

2. 

3. 

4. 

5. 

Refer- to NAM and Castro's role. 

We are better off �ith SALT than without it. 

-� · 

MFN to the Soviets. 

Brigade t·oo narrow a wicket for the speech. 
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ROGERS 

when? 
1. How to deal with the facts? Troops there since 

2. we have a credibility problem because the impression 
is that the brigade is a sudden.and serious problem. 

3. Should say a great deal about the Caribbean , but 
how will we prevent Cuban involvement like the.one in 
Nicaragua? 

4. Doubts need of an overview of US/Soviet relations. 

5. Only a paragraph on SALT but not more than that. 

SCHLESINGER 

1. Generally agrees with McCone. 

2. If we confine the US response to. the brigade'· the 
US will lose. The Soviets will stand pat. 

3. Larger issue: clarification of the Cuban expeditionary 
force, backed by the Soviets, around the world. This is the 
strat�gically central consideration. 

4. We must make clear to the Soviets that the above not 
acceptable. 

5. 

\o\0.,. 

The solution to that is � the Caribbean. 
" 

6. US military disadvantages must be corrected. 

7. Again, it w6uld be a setback for the US if the issue 
overly focused on the brigade itself.· 

SCOWCROFT 

1. Be tough in rhetoric but soft in action. 

2. Do not accept training ·unit interpretation. 

.... CONFIDENTIAL 
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LINOWITZ 

1. Would not tie it to other issues. 

0 

2. Would say combat brigade and indicate the Soviets 
say it is on a training mission -- therefore, it is essential 
that it not undertake combat functions. 

3. We will therefore insure by our own steps that it. 
cannot transpose itself in th� region. 

HARRIMAN 

1. Cuba not linked to SALT. 

2. Agrees with Sol Linowitz. 

3. The Soviets cannot dodge responsibility for·what . 
the Cubans are doing around the world .. This should be neither 
understated nor minimized. 

4. Cannot permit the Cubans to upset hemispheric 
stability. 

5. Put emphasis on allies and defense. 

6. Interpret Gromyko as best suits us. 
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KISSINGER 

1. Important to disassociate Cuban problem from SALT, as 

speech on both topics will create the wrong impression 

a soft impression and it won't be convincing. 

2. Some adequate presentation of the facts to support 

·'proposal that "status quo is unacceptable.·" 
\-\.,, e.k" 

3. Do not.overstress Soviet combat 1:FB:iit�ng to the u.s. 

4. Turn to regional instability in Central America and the 

Caribbeah -- that is the significance of Soviet combat presence. 
� .. �'"A 

5. Vance's account of his talks with Gromyko � disdainful 

treatment of the U.S. Kissinger expected·castro to announce a 

concession and the personal attack on the .President now goes 

beyond the challenge that we pose to them. We should respond 

by saying Cuban military presence in Africa transforms the 
�... A-

challenge � � wider one. 

+yi"'� 
6. I am opposed to �e�yi�g the things we need to do (e.g., 

Defense) to the Soviet brigade in Cuba. We should do them 

anyway. 

7. Same point on arming the Chinese. 

8. Soviet combat presence in the Western Hemisphere � the 

•s. 
first time � a significant development and don't not 

trivialize it. 

CL!FFORD 

1. Cuba a false issue -- everything that happened has been 

wrong. The President should not have said "this is a very 
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serious matter'!; Vance should not have said the .... status 

quo is not acceptable." 

2� Soviet presence wholly defensive . 

. 3. The Presid�nt-now in a false position because the 

people �xpect the President to do something about the 

brigade._ He should pull back from the issue -- drop all 

previous statements -- use softer statements ("a matter of 

concern") -- talk about the Caribbean and Africa with mis-

givings. 

BALL 
o-.1 So\__., 

1. 'Agrees with Clark� � E,laimed he also agreed with 

Henry?\. 

2. Big mistake to make frontal attack On what the Soviets/ 

Cubans ai� doing . .  

�� · et 
3. Should we talk to 

" 

.ro.i cl. 
the Soviets and they say the training 

mission will not be changed; we will make certain that 

is the case. 

4. Welcome Soviet reaffirmation of the 1962 commitments and 

say we have gotten a full clarification from the Soviets. 

5. Do not talk about SALT -- talking about it at this time 

will create a problem. 
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BUNDY 

1. Agrees with Ball, Linowitz, Clifford on what should be 

said.· 

2. Lopez Portillo would not like American troops or-a flag 

moving around the Caribbean. 

3. We should "cap this brigade" by saying we will wa·tch it, 

etc. 

4. Not a serious intelligence failure drop i� all. 
Q,). ... �-:, �S' (..0\1\ l 

Ulo 'Ei'ffte t:tird language siti mttl be used to. dilute the issue. 

5. Fidel nearer.the truth on the facts. 

KATZENBACH 

1. Talk only about the brigade. Other issues and an� 

tough language will fuel a quantum jump. 

2. Make the most of what the Soviets have said 

unit -- 1962 commits, etc. 

training 

3. Express concern about training of Cubans for ·missions 

abroad. 

4. Emphasize non linkage with SALT. 
-

,1-'\,....f 
5. (rf providing::--· , : __ specific language, <::- we could claim 

.that the Soviets have given us
-
·so�ething) • 

PACKARD 

1. Avoid too much detail. 

2. Say,Soviet building up since 1975. 
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3. Repeat what Soviets hav.e said that it will remain a training 
center. 

4. Admit that.we have .many areas of conflict with the 

Soviets but also common intersts and these must be taken 

into account (e.�. SALT) 

5. Don't talk about specific steps but simply take th�m 

( 

Clifford added that we should not mention the.Monroe Doctrine 

in this speech . 

. ( 
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TlfE Wlfi'I'E IIOUSE 
WA"IIINt,TON 

·september 29, 1979 

MEMORANDUM FOR: THE·PRESIDENT 

FROM: ZBIGNIEW BRZEZINSKI 

SUBJECT: Cy Vance's proposed languaqe on Soviet "assurarices11• 

I tran smi t Cy's proposed language. My advice is twofold: 

1. The claimed assurances should be conveyed with greater 
skepticism on our part. 

2. we should pocket the alleged concessions, but in no 
way even hint that the issue has been resolved. A cosmetic 
solution will be politically the most costly outcome. 

There is a.more fundamental issue involved here and I 

will state my concern very directly. I think you are pointed 
the wrong way. The country doesn ' t care about the brigade-
but it does care about the Soviets. Every poll shows that the 
country wants you to be toughe r . Unless you convey credibly 
the message that you .will not let the Russians push us around 
(in addition to blasting Castro personally) you will lose Salt . 

. SECREt S£NSlllV£ 
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MEMORANDUM ?OR: 

FROM: 

THE SECRETARY OF STATE 

WASHINGTON 

Sep-tember 29 •· 1979 

TRE PRESIDENT 

Cyrus vance W 

' . 
The following is a proposed .insert for the speech 

regarding assurances received from the Soviets: 

. .!Begin. Ins. ert7. 
. 

r J, ... + r · nt• L . �I) r Jo ., �-t ; c I 6-\ 

over the past three weeks, �������ance has] 
discussed this issue at great lenqth wit��he �oviet 
Ambassador and Foreign Minister Gromyko.J We have pointed 
out that the �viden�presence of a Soviet combat unit in 
Cuba is a matter of serious concern to us. 

r • , . 'I 
t ,, fT 

�he Soviet Union �oes not admit that the unit in 
question is a combat unit . Iil_has officially stated that 
the un1t 1s�a train ing cente�or the purpose of training 
CUban officers in the use an� maintenance of Soviet equip
ment J that it has been in place since 1962, and that it 
has not changed significantly either ·in number of personnel 
or in function since that time . By these statements, the 
Soviets implicitly recoCJnize that _bth�-� prGsence of a Soviet 
ground combat unit in Cuba �auld h�\a matter of legitimate 

. concern to us and other nations. t.S 

�The Sovi�ts have given us "[��la\nj a
_
ssurances with ( respe�t to th1s concern: 

· DECLASSIFIED 

That the unit in question is a training 
center, that it does nothing more than trainingr 
and can do nothing more; 

That they will not change its function or 
status as a training center: 

E.O. 12356. Sec. 3.4 -1« 
PER���� �RE �;-.u.:._.,.._ S!!CIIr.'l'/SENSITIVE 
av · = � NARS. oAT£ \)..1\({3 �ECRET SENSITIVE ElectrOStatiC Copy Made 

· -- ·- · . 
.. _ _ 

for Preservation Purposes 
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� SENS11lVE 

SECRET/SENSITIVE 

-- That the Soviet personnel in Cuba are 
not and will not be a threat to the US or to 
any other state: 

That they do not intend to enlarge the 
unit or to give it additional capabilities; and 

2 

• 

-- That they reaffirm the 1962 undertak �ng \ 
not to station offensive weapons in cuba, a� 
will abide by it in the future. 

The Soviet assurances are significant, but they do not 
'!ullyj resolve the matter. Our recent intelligence �vidence 
shows characteristics of a ground combat unit. Thus, \ote 

will not rest on these Soviet assurances-alone, We shall 
take steps so as to as sure that the unit will not be used 
to pose a threat to the United States or any other state. 

a=nd Insert7 

-SECRE�/SENSITIVE 

8EERET1 SENSITIVE 
,_. 

Electrostatic Copy Made 

for Preservation Purposes 
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·:.THE JOINT STAFF September 27, 1979 . _ 

01 
USA/USSR 
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-

- His Eminence 
James E. Carter 

-
-- -

President of the United States 
White House, Wash i ngton 
Respected Mr. President, 

- --- ---- --··· 

-
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. - , _____ .... _, . . .  
·- -- ... . ---

of America-

---. 
---. . -- - -- My colleagues and I have familiarized ourselves with 

. -. 

•

-
-
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-� - _ _  Y.Qtir appeal . 
______ ,. ____ ; .. ;,;: ........ 

, 

First of all, it is necessary to frankly tell you that 

:- :� _:-:_�:::_' · we are' extremely surprised by the campaign, openly hostile--

to the Soviet Union, which is unfolding in the U.S .A. with'- ......... "·-""""· 

-
-

... : .. u .:.:·;: :r:-:-
��-�-�-----=-:-�'-·--��e a�_�ive participation of the_administ;ration, for which the 

�-�:..:===-�: United States has absolutely no real reasons and no legal 

- :  ---. _ _ - · -· >• 
- '  --!""· "  

b �ses . It appears to us that the only result of emphasizing 

·-this artificially contrived campaign is to render noticeable 

-:::-"= .•_=.::::: . . damage to re l ations between our countries and to the cauae of 

. ';.. . ........ � 

1.1 ••.• ' ,,.J•-··· 

.. : ... . , ......... ;-. 

·-: 
:1':0 

=:::.
=

�
---- . ft,l . -..c. o,J . ..i :.=:...;.r-,., 

� .J"�"C.�.-, -strengthening peace, the importance of which we spoke about 
�-: - - -------- -

-
:--�- -=�- in Vienna. We regret that you still maintain the contrived 

' 
-:-;d�-7°� story .about a Soviet combat unit alle gedly located in Cuba. 

�����..::.-:::.:::.-· 
. .  

-My advice to you: disca rd this story. We have a 

:=-- ·:::-_�-��-military training center in Cub a which has existed there for 
--- -

- - ------
-

-
- -

-�

· 

more than s evcnt�en years. I.� . . �-�-�-��-1-�:S --� ��---t
-�31ining function 

--�-· ------ -- .. ·-== -==-:-:- TOP SECP4iT SENSITIVE SPECAT 
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,_ 

.. 
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.
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-

-

-
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� SEC��T SENSITIVE SPECAT 
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according to an agreement with the Cuban government. It 

does nothing more and can do nothing more. You can be 
· -------

completely at rest in this regard. After all, Secretary of .. -�:-. �_ .. �-.:. 

State Cyrus Vance himself, in a conversation with A.A. Gromyko ;�: ;·.�·· 

de clared that the Soviet Union had done nothing contravening 

the 1962 agreem ent and that the Soviet military personnel 

located in Cuba do not repres ent any sort of threat to the 

United States. 

I. _repeat, there is a mil i tary training center in Cuba. 
_;:__: ___ -�....:.=.=-:.:.;: . 

It will continue to exist. We have no intention of changing 

--... -._--: ___ _  --its status as such a center in the future. We are reporting 

this to you in order to display good will, since the whole 

question is totally in the purview of only two sovereign 

s tates - the Soviet Union and Cuba. 

But if these things oc c urring today in the U.S.A. around 

---- -===--:.- ��_i_s quest�(Jn �!.e a venture di ctated by some o ther sort of · --· 

._c ons i der a tions , then we can only express regret on this 

. subj ect . 

It seems to us th at any othe r consideration must give 
-- - -- · ·---- • .,;-.-.&.; -- � • 

way be-fore the significance of Soviet-American relations in 

which the Strategic Arms Limitation Treaty;(SALT;ll) holds an 

important place. 

• I' .>! 

Let us proceed, Mister Pre side nt, frQm the results of 

the exchange of opinions on the fundamental questions of 

TOP SECRE� SENSITIVE SPECAT • " •  --�--�--. · ·--· 

Page 2 (of three ) 
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Soviet-American relations and the problems of worl� politics . . 

' 
\• 

'f/·;';, 

which we had in Vienna and which I value highly . 

.,, ; 
In general, Mister President, I would like to convey 

one thought to you: this artificially created problem should 

be removed without charging the atmosphere, by exhibiting · ·· 
· · 

restraint and consideration. 

I think that such an approach would meet our mutual 

interests. 

Respec tfully , L. Brezhnev 
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Over the past three week� have discussed this 

issue at great lengt�ith top Soviet officials/�''"' 

the first t' 

assuranc:s�ith respect tq this concern: � 
.;..:y-

-- that the 'l:lni t·- in question is a train· g-center, / 
that it does nothing-more-than-training� d � 

more; 
� 

that they will not change its function or status as 

a training center; � 
-- that the Soviet p in Cuba;'� and 

w� threat to the United States or to any other 

nation; / 
-- that 

give 

do not intend to enlarge the unit�r 

capabilitiesyland 

reaffirm the 1962 agreemen�ot to 

offensive weapons in Cuba/and will abide by it in 

the f ture. �� 
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s ta. te Wt-e."-'.k /_ These E"u iliSIS\u·a:r:a.r;;:gS) have been given �e;from the 

highest-level. .. of ... the -Soviet government. -II 

Although we are still convinced�at in the past�he 

J Se.v,e,l sh l(!we.,.k 
unit has been a combat brigade, (the �QF aeel:i&aReJes] about the 

future .non -combat -status-of.. the- unfre s igni f ican t .; 
H-"��W"-

S/¥e:r.f ::.��:l�:��
e;:f o�hf:v::�;;

, 
statements 

alone / We wi ll"�Fify G2ompli::!'_�ifby increased surv$'llance 

.
of Cuba"�\tle wil.l assure �hat � 

� � be-used-as -a-combat-force/to threaten.the -

security .of. the lln i ted,. Sta tefr any-other-nations. in-this -

hemisphere. � 
� 

Those nations can.be-confiden�at the � 

'---�'/'-�----�'-�---'-��-
e
/ quest -for �ssistanc��-

4-ftY �uc.� 
a military] threat from Soviet.or-Cuban-forces. � 

This policy is consistent with our responsibilities I 
� 

as a member of the Organization of American State,;and a 
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I 

party to the Rio Treaty. Jr

"

t is a reaffirmation in new 

circumstancff John F. 

'

Kennedy's declaration in 1963/ 
"that we would not permit any troops from Cub/to move 

off the Island of Cuba�n any-effensivs. action .against. any 

neighboring _countries.� 

� order to monitor the situation in the Caribbean 

regio�nd to improve our capacity for rapid�response to 

/)_ 4M er.J..a..L/.sJ.�.,.r 
support this policy. /' I l;:ri 11 Es tabli�ti] a permanent_ full-time 

Caribbean-Joint�ask<Force·Headquarters;fat Key West, Florida ��--
! will assign forces to this headquarters;(s necessary;lfrom 

all-the-military_services.responsible-for-expanded-planning

and-conducting.exercises�his headquarters unit;'ill employ 

designated forces for action if required.� This will 

substantially -improve our_ capability for---1apid-res2onse L 
� 

/YII/1/IJ,y 
,/ any_attempted Aencroachment-in-the -regionif!:¥ Cuban gr Sov4et 

armgr;3. forges-] -#-
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We will expand military exercises in the region, � 
�dw£ 

r WeAwill conduct these exercises regularly from now o� )( 
1•f C•&uft, � .... p •.v fv-''e.t * 

�f ee�I�e� the United States will�� in Guantanamo� 

�accordance with existing treaty rights � 

To further insure the ability of troubled Caribbean 

and Centra: American peop�o resist social turmoi�nd 

possible-Communist-dominatio� will increase our 

economic assistance/to alleviate their unmet-economic -and-

' 

/ 
human-needs. , 

•• l)9f J_, i. I �o preserve peace 'i� pre'Eee L Our global in teres Ls, 
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these-effort� 
beeoHte iitferlor to 

:r;rill Revsli' le-E Bnited- �tates.mllitaty�sLiea9th / 

that of the 56Viel UnieH¥ 
� f' e. e��t �����e:.,. 'i �A�_,/• !J ltlf IW /...., h 

We s;:Rall also i otensify _our ..intellige� 

moni tore Soviet-- and -Cuban, military �activities -foth ..in --Cuba_ 

andXhroughout-±he-worl�e will increase-our_effort�o 

guard-.against .Qamage�to-our -crucial �intelligence-sources and 
11 J f>l/et.+i� J 

methods�;Without impairing civil and constitutional rights. � 

These steps reflect my determinatio�o preserve peace,� 
to strengthen our alliances�nd to defend the interests of 

the United States.�In developing them�I have consulted 

note onlY-with-my -J:Jwn -advisers, /but with Congressional leaders I 
and with a bipartisan group of distinguished American citizens 

as well. ��� 'lhe decisions are my own�and I take full 
' . 

responsibility for the�s President and as Commander-in-Chief. 
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�r �£9e ... iE!Ient,ftr inueased � e -� �-

�ur:u!:: an�Q eo :vet 1fy compl1ance '/'nd the new-soviet -assurances / 
wHl meet the challengtfolllBelized b;z the Smziet brigade ;J1 

�I have concluded .... 1£; th a sense of aasolute 

/ . e.erA.,,..? �to 
cert.&�.iiA=E)i /hat the brigade issue isA�-reason-for_a 

return-to-th�Cold-War�� i• ae� �e eee��ion-feF a•peliey 

l )/ 
. . 

_ __ ·1 �f.-+ ... +.-------------� 
�/( �A polic1might be emotionally 

satisfying for a few days or a few weeks for some people,� 
but it would be �gr�ously)destructive to the national 

intereind the national security of the

/

United States I 
We must continue the basic polic/)at the United States 

has followed for 20 years, �der six Administrations of both 

4 
#LJ 1;:.::, "� $!:< �t we. 

parties -- �J policy�Q£ competition with the Soviet Union , L '11.1} � scale. (toot;�t;:��·�'ly 

in some fields� - .. dA�e�e5a�ieft ��matinaing the peace and 

controlling nuclear arms� 
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�thoug-h t:Rs �eviet: 13rigade 

the ceffi�etitive as�ee� of the u.s. 

offer� to Leduce the chances of nucleat war must 

The greatest danger to American security tonigh� 
certainly_ not--the -two-or -three thousand -Soviet_ troops in 

/ -

� cf","oo kooff I Cuba. Nor is it�Cuban military forces in Africa. �� 

danger-to -a 11-the. na tions_of- the-world --Jnc l uding the 

United States and the Soviet Union --;ls the threat of a 

nuclear holocaust.� 

I renew my call to the Senate of the United States� 
to ratify the SALT II Treaty � 

SALT II is a solid.treaty�ompliance with its 

terms is not a matter of trust.�e have highly sophisticated 

national technical means�arefully focussed on the Soviet 

Unio� ensure that the treaty is verifiabl�t is the 

most-important-step-ever-taken�n controlling strategic 
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nuclear arms.�t permits us to strengthen our defense�nd 

preserve the strategic balance at lower- risk .and- cost1j) .. ,.,"1 11.. 
f AJ I �w y ettr s we. � &Ht b••"" 1 ,.., t .--4 Q.S • -f 0 c...,. d. c..f_e M.k �p�tl�lu,., 

"'" Hi�{ hrlflt/' e.4�/, y#tt,.. I pliANt. u,-H.•I ,,.c,�Are ·. '� 1"te f.,.. -/.u.re.. 
f.. ����� -rf..&. �eA.Is o.f of.4r � .. ,c '/•o.r :P. o..Se pt......_ . S".4LT Jl

e 
{'er .. d-s 

LCS +o t*""'-��..fJ.,-/e. �e.se. Jr-tC.,...tti«S , ,  �r&tl.J' All,e.rc.. d.,. rec.f t-);_ 
._ ,J, �A":';f "o'�t=-�i::;i:g 1 in :.."..""s\ te/:r: 

I 
i on mas ef g L eater neew 

The rejection of SAL�ould seriously compromise our 

nation's peace and security.� 
?f course.we-have-disagreements<With-t e-Soviets;l' 

Of course we have conflicts with them.�If we did not have 

those disagreements and conflicts,�e would not need a treaty� 

to reduce the possibility of nuclear war between us. � 
If SALT II is rejected�r�e:.�./���t:::t:.,

":-o�'A :-" 

t�"; �c.': 'Aa¥8 <iioe,.••eel �orrigi)Jfculd take on a whole new .....I. 

ominous dimension.�gainst the background of an uncontrolled 

nuclear arms race�erY"confrontation-or-disput�uld carry 

the seeds of a nuclear confrontation.� 
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In additio� SALT !I is crucial to American leadership� 
and to the further strengthening of the Western Alliance. � 
Obviously a secure Europe is vital to our own security. � 

The leaders of our European Allies support�ALT II -

�� 

��e have talked to a number of those leaders in 

the past several days�nd I must tell you tonigh�at if 

�· f f .J..o a.pprt�tl&. j 
the Senat� �ej�cts] the SALT Treaty;/these leaders and their 

countries would be confused-and_Qeeply.alar�ed.�f our 

alli�hould lose confidence in our ability to negotiate 

successful��r the control of nuclear weapon�r effort 

to build a stronge�and- more-united NATO could fail. # 
I know that for Members of Congress, this is a 

troubling_ and-difficult i ssufn a troubling- and -difficult 

time�nfortunately�very four year�e political season 

seems to begin earlier and earlier�We have all seen 

evidence in recent week/hat politics is interfering with 
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the �!.��l:p'c cons1'derat1'on· �f � - - � �J this extremely important and 

serious issue. � 
Politics-and-nuclear arsenals-do-not-mix. � 
We must not play politic�ith the security of the 

United States�e must not play politicjl�h the su�vival 

of the human race�e must not play politics�ith SALT II.� 
It is much too important for that -�o vital to our 

country, to our allies, and to the cause of peace. � 
The purpose of ratifying the SALT II Treaty�d the 

purpose of the actions being ta��in dealing with Soviet 

�d �c.- ,.AI•"! ,.d._;t,·ftllsJ,I'' :1: /_ . � 
�roops in eaba) are exactly the same- 1' · Ki-JP ,._,, ,._ """"' 

.L • � · 4t ��- ljUe:IC-4, 
)�,,� �tHAtl' 7P ""'"''#�,.,_If A.J_., ,, �- /c._ 

As a powerful nation -- as a super�ower �--)e have 

a special responsibility for maintaini'ng stability fven when 
·-7 /e, 

there are serious disagreements among nations� 
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We have had fundamental differences with the 

/ t-f..tu J;/�{y""ceJ 
Soviet Union since 1917 ·/' I have no illusions about [�J/ 

+{� 
but the best way to deal with �ese differeRces)successfull� 

is 

strength. ---._ -- -

� 

/t.A. ./ �� .flA/ :I 

o ..... r 

---------� 

��� purpose is a strong America and a just and 

lasting peace in the world -- a peace that brings security 

to our nation and to all nations on the earth. 

That is what we want. That, God willing, is what 

we shall have. 

# # # 



THE WHITE HOUSE 

WASHINGTON 

September 30i 1979 

MEMORANDUM FOR THE PRESIDENT 

From: Rick Hertzberg{(;,·Jc 

subject: Speech closer 

Here is a possibility: 

The st rugg le for peace --. the long, hard struggle 

to bring weapons of mass destruction under the control 

of human reason and human law -- is the cen t ral 

drama of our age. At a nothe r time of challenge in 

our Nation's history, President Abraham Lincoln told 

the American people: "We shall nobly save, or meanly 

lose, the last best hope of earth ." We chose hope 

then, and preserved our union. Let us choose hope 

now� and preserve our world. 

Another Lincoln quote: 

"The struggle of today is not a ltoge ther for 
today -- it is for a va s t future also. With a 
reliance on Providence, all the mo re firm and 
earnest, let us proceed in the great task which 
events have devolved upon us." 

# 



R. Hertzberg 
Unauthorized Draft One 
9/30/79 

Report to the Nation on Soviet troops in Cuba 

Tonight I want to talk with you about the subject 

is my highest concern, as it has been the highest 

t."-7 �.J-.I.:!f:;, �·e-:fe. "-=t· concern of�al�y pregece� -- -----

subject is the s e c u rity of the United states. 

We are at peace tonight, as we have been at peace 

>erv•te ' ""'  ft•tt:· •F.f;,,, 
throughout the time of my tpresidency) The peace we enjoy 

is the peace of the strong. Our national defenses are 

unsurpassed in the world. Those defenses are stronger 

tonight than they were two years ago; they will be stronger 

two years from now than they are tonight, because of 

carefully planned improvements that are going forward 
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with your support and wi th the support of the Congress. 
. 

Mo J�,., ']�,_, 
our program for Ehe moa9rAiZa�on1 and s trengthening the 

military forces of the NATO alliance is on track , with 

the full cooperation and participation of our European 

allies. Our strategic nuclear forces are powerful enough 

to destroy any poten tial adversary many times over, and 

the invulnerability of those forces will soon be further 

A. S'\ c.c. r' .e. d 
b�tt�ossed by a new system of �ntFeMely powerful mobile 

missiles. 

Beyond these mi litary defenses, and for the first 

time, we are on the threshold of a grea t advance in the 

control of nuclear weapons -- t he adoption of the second 

Strategic Arms Limitation Trea ty, or SALT II. 

SALT II, hammered three Presidents of both 

parties in seven years pains taking negotiations, 

establishes verifiable n the strategic nuclear 
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also 1 
This evening IA want to report to yo'Y about �OJ"Re ies1:1es / 

"!!tt. J,,J,Iy JI"'J�/f� J 
co-Ree:eninsa +he prQeeRee of -sA soviet Gi'oRI13at: brigade in cuba / 

�Jv•l-- ,1, I 
and �H t:heir) bearingj on the important relationship between 

our nation and the Soviet Union.� 

,.J.1 m•SL •{> 
a simple or easy subject.; 'l'};;}e,J:;sae� affectS' This is not 

�u�·�;:::adli ef our country /Sl:RG g-lebal fJCae;-:,/ 
I 

· =t 

The United States and the Soviet Unio�re the two 

j re.la..l-i�tl-•p 
most powerful nations on earth. / The � 1 atisH:s] between us 

IS � t� complex;/because there are strong 

competition-and-cooperation� 

elements of both 

Our fundamental philosophies conflict,�nd quite often 

our interests conflict as well.� 

But what we share in commo�is an overwhelming mutual 

interes7fin preventing a nuclear war. � 

And that is why our nuclear arms control agreement� 

are so_important to�both-countries, 
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RecentlyX howeve� we have obtained evidence�that a 

Soviet combat brigade has been in Cub�or several years. � 
The presence of Soviet combat troops in cub,;is of serious 

concern to us� 
. � 

� I want to reassure you at the outset�hat we do not 

face any imrnediate_,concrete�hrea�hat could escalate 

into war�Q YRi�ea S£oteo is a� peace 7/jast as we fta¥e 

4f pe.ee 
� be;,eJ;l eiFiee I have been President. 

� ' 

-- But we do face a challenge.�t is a challenge to our 

wisdom -/a challenge.-to -our-abilito/to act in a firm."-· 

decisive-wa�ithout destroying the basis-for£ooperation;Chich 

helps to maintain_world-peace;'nd control-nuclear-weapons.1�
._ J '1u-t. 4 w..e.c.su:;,} • 

j ef.fe�I-•H- t"Clf�Sc fo 
It is a challenge to our determination;to[� �oviet 

A- J -1-o a..�.=. �� h � ... , � C. /.• Yl�,..., tlf-'.*"' 
competition;fj --• / 

lk w�/d'. 
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Now let me explainfthe specific problem-of- the-

Soviet-brigade-iA Sub�nd later describe the general

preble�£ Soviet-Cuban�military-activism in thaThird-Wor� 

,forc�S 1 
Here is the background on i,ft€1 Soviet l!:ri g�g� in Cuba: 

As most of you kno�l7 years ago�in the era of the Cold wa5;1 
the Soviet Union;f.uddenly attempted to introduce offensive 

nuclear missiles and bombers into Cuba�This direct threat 

to the United State�• 10olo "H" a fi"'" AllleFie�>n FSB)'en••f 

5olllf!..f 4Jin!e.W\e.�"- to 
r 

� .r;)ended with the
�

withdrav.£3 £1 those nuclear weapons J-:/t � ct. 
(!.coW\._ 1 t-M�t- .., 0 � .J.o 1 � /vo tv-e C.. 0 -Ffe "t I cJo4t- CAl& & (I WI. I I 11'11 .J.. e.!L'6 A. 

�e.,.& A(. t�r- . ! At the time of that 1962 missile crisis, there were some 

2 0 , 0 0 0 Soviet military personne 1 in Cuba.; Most of them 

were also withdraw� and we monitored their departure. � 

1 . \tVhb I 
It was believed fhat those� stayed behind�ere not 

combat force�ut were there to advise and train CubanJ �ree�/ 

and to perform intelligence functions. � 
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recently� American intelligence obtained 

/t s� 4 ,.,...,... -�.•' � r�'\"'"'�·� 
,�- �.....,.. ,� 

evidence that il Soviet.,�oml::iat unit. was st..;rt iqud'd 

� C�a.;!When attention was then focus�d;6n a careful 

review of past intelligence data�t was possible for our 

e k �-x.,rf ... J 
experts to conclud(

/

hat this Arg•Ri•eft unit had �eft there] 

'/ ·-J:.Jb d' 
for several years 1 :robably since the mid-1970s .. � � 

I'• st; 1 1., �.c.. Jo� r....,. 

This unit appears to be a �QYRe 

two_ to� three- thousand- men I It is armed 

ee�at] brigade�f 

t£b..,..f f.rly 
with

A
tanks and other 

modern military equipment.�It has been organized as a combat 

unit,�nd its training exercises have been those of a combat 

unit. , 
This is not a large forc� nor an assault 

It presents no direct threat to us.�It has no 

force. / 
airborne or 

seaborne capability. /rn contrast to the 1962 crisis, / 
no nuclear threat to the U.S. is involved. J' 
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Nevertheless �this Soviet brigade in Cuba is a serious 

matter.�t contributes to tension in the Caribbean and 

Central American region.;/�·--� 
J 

fears of some 

may come under Sovie�or-Cuban pressure� 
,� JeJ;vuy 

,. L The�traRs�r
�of modern arms to Cubitand the presence of 

Soviet naval forces in Cuban water�trengthen/ the 

Soviet-Cuban military relationship. � 

During the last few year�viets have been increasing 

fk Jet��'7 / / 
military supplies to Cuba ;! The result ijlthat Cuba now has 

one of the 1 arges t . .- best-eqUi ppfid...armed� forces. in� this .:.region 

L 
' 

7/. e.re. If 4( f. nLe,'../ ,..,..IAHlh-f T J, •fJ J�;,�._ 1., I• AM � �� � ti'W'�d 
r- �,,.,., 

The Cubans--get thes� weapons- free. - Other Soviet 

satellite countries have to pay for their military supplies� 
... Cub• does net I 

n e,C 0140 '11'111\ I C 

l'o m wu�utt c. l re. l 1 we e.. 1 S """' 
..f� !J'- "'e. i 

The [s.o_,ialist econe:ruic expetimeHse]in Cubaks failediJ 

it cannot sustain itself.�he Soviet Union must send to 

Cubi"bout $8 million in economic aid every day� 
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IJ.J/I.o�f� 
AFidel Castro does not pay money for his Russian arms, 

J.1e has paid a much higher price./ In every international 

dispute�� every international issue�ba automatically 

follows the Soviet line.� easLIO is�n effec'10. pttpp"'t 

oji Hoe Sevh4; en±m� 
The Soviet brigade� the latest�anifestation.of 

Moscow'S-dominancerof-cuba�t raises the level of that 

dominance �nd it raises the level of responsibi:�r --� I 
that the Soviet Union must tak� for Cuban-military_actions-

abroad� 
fu,� ,_ 

Now I want to report,what we are doing;lto resolve-

these-problem;;'nd to counter-these-activities. � 

Ee lla¥9. "'��e•iet .Unioo/'at this 

br i.9:ade »'a§ a matter of serion s CQAc&.:a • to.. usjnd Lira t the 

stat:bs '!"" was � J!J 

I 



SECREr/SENSITIVE 

speech 

l.lc '4p&. 
Over t�e past is:bree ·reeks, SeeFeeaFT ' ... "anee hae 

(( d�cussed this tssa! a't �zeat lenqth with f:atp Stniet 
.e.tti,sff.illld;as,;sadar ?AEI FePei�� Hiftieeep Greftlyie:o. Ne have poiA�ee 

· 
that the &¥ideut presence of a Soviet combat unit in 

.Cuba is a matter of serious concern to us • 
.----1!--.....__ 

'PMA C I 

h 5 ' ' d dJn ' h 0 . i .c./e.A" T e ov�et un�on oes not a � t t at t e unJ.t n 
L---�question is a combat unit. It has officially stated that 

the unit is a training center1 (:e-r the purpose ef t:('aifting 
cui:JaA off:ieeFs.in the use and maiRtertauee of Soviet equip-. 
mgg� that it has been in place since 1962, and that it 
has not changed significantly either in number of personnel 
or in function since that time. By these statements, the 
Soviets impliei�� recognize that the presence of a Soviet 
groun combat unit in Cuba would he a matter of legitimate 
concern to us and other nations. 

The Soviets have given us cert�in assurances with 
· respect to this concern: 

That the unit in question is a training 
center, that it does nothing more than training, 
and can do nothing more; 

That they will not change its function or 
status as a training center; u� ��,C� � 

�-t, � ._. � �-.l � t-.lwJA 

C>"f crve , ... ocl.a.;J.: ..... � e...,.�.:t,:�; 

SBCRP.�/SENSITIVE 

�£CRE-T SENSITiVE 
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·.�· S�E:Rr:'i'/SENSITIVE . 

-- That the Soviet personnel in Cuba 4re · 
not and will not be a threat to the us or to 
any other state; 

/End Insert] 
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WHITE PAPER ON THE PRESENCE 
OF SOVIET TROOPS IN CUBA 

�SENSITIVE - LNC 
September 28, 1979 

A month ago the United States intelligence com-

munity obtained persuasive evidence that a Soviet ground 

combat unit with a strength of 2600 - 3000 men was present 

in Cuba. The purpose of this White Paper is to set forth 

the facts about the Soviet brigade and its significance 

in the light of the 1962 missile crisis and Soviet-Cuban 

military relationships since that time. 

1. The Facts About The Brigade 

From 1964 until 1979, the United States intelli-

gence ·conmmnity had believed that the Soviet ground combat 

units which had accompanied the Soviet missile units in 1962 

had left Cuba by 1963-4, and that no Soviet combat units 

were present in Cuba. In the Spring of this year the National 

Security Council requested the intelligence community to pre-

pare a current analysis of the SovietCuban military relation-
� - � 

ship. In the course of this analysis the intelligence community 

reviewed current intelligence ob servations as well as data 

accumulated in earlier years. As a result, the community 

concluded that there was a body of evidence suggesting the 

presence in Cuba of a Soviet ground combat unit at least 
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since 1976, but that the evidence was not sufficient to 

confirm the suggestion. This information was duly reported 

within the intelligence community and to the senior policy 

officials of the government. In July, the same information 

was fully reported to the appropriate committees of the 

Congress. It was also discussed in executive session with 

the Senate Select Committee on Intelligence, the Senate 

Foreign Relations Committee and the Senate Armed Services 

Committee, in connection with the hearings related to the 

SALT II Treaty. At the same time, the President directed 

the intelligence community to intensify its efforts to 

substantiate the possible presence of the unit, and the 

appropriate Congressional committees were so advised. 

As a result of these intensified intelligence 

efforts, additional persuasive evidence was obtained. On 

the basis of this evidence, the intelligence community 

concluded that a Soviet ground forces brigade was indeed 

present in Cuba. It judged the number of personnel to be 

2600 - 3000. It found the brigade to be composed of a 

headquarters, three motorized rifle battalions, one tank 

battalion, one artillery battalion, and other service 

support and combat support elements. 

On August 17, the Soviet tank battalion and 

related C?mbat and service support elements were observed 

conducting combat exercises at the San Pedro training area 

which is primarily used by the Cuban Armed Forces. 
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The 1979 data justified a firm conclusion that 

the unit observed conducting the exercises was a Soviet. 

unit rather than a Cuban unit. A review of earlier data 

showed a virtually identical unit conducting similar exercises 

during the same period of 1978. Although it had not been 

possible to determine from the 1978 data alone whether the 

unit conducting the 1978 exercise was a Soviet unit or a 

Cuban unit, the conclusion drawn from the 1979 data created 

a reasonable inference that the 1978 exercises had also been 

conducted by the same Soviet unit. 

The tanks and other equipment observed at the San 

Pedro training area on August 17, 1979 were no longer present 

in the area a few days later. However, what appeared to be 

a portion of the same equipment was observed at a facility 

near Santiago de las Vegas, and an additional portion of 

what appeared to be the same equipment was observed at a 

garrison area near Lourdes, a town approximately ten miles 

from Santiago de las Vegas. 

Lourdes is near the site of a large Soviet com

munications collection intelligence facility focused on 

the United States, comparable to collection facilities 

which the United States maintains in third countries focused 

on the Soviet Union. One of the brigade's elements, a 

motorized rifle battalion, appears to be stationed near 

Lourdes adjacent to the Soviet communications collection 
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facility, and it is possible that one function of this unit 

is to protect the facility. There is no intelligence evidence 

as to the purpose of the other elements of the brigade. 

The Soviets have claimed that what we have deter-

mined to l be a combat brigade is a "training center" engaged 

dm the training of Cuban military personnel. While the pos-

sibility of a training function cannot be entirely excluded, 

the available intelligence does not confirm it. The combat 

exercises observed in 1979 and 1978 appear to have been 

separate exercises of the Soviet unit, unassociated with the 

presence of Cuban units or personnel. Other evidence relating 

to the existence and activities of the brigade do not indicate 

significant relationships with Cuban military personnel or 

units. Mor�over ,_/ whether or not the unit does some training, 

it appears to have a combat capability that is maintained by 

field combat exercises, and that is not typical of units 

.primarily engaged in the training of other personnel. 

The existence of the Soviet brigade had not been 

publicly acknowledged within Cuba. No reference to the 

existence, identity or location of the brigade has been 

found in Cuban publications or broadcasts. 

Soviet ground forces are not conventionally or-

ganized along brigade lines. However, the Soviet Army does 

use the brigade designation for various units that operate 
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separately from larger conventional ground force formations. 

The structure of the brigade in Cuba is similar to the struc

ture of other identified Soviet brigades outside Cuba. The 

battalions which comprise the brigade in Cuba are similar 

to standard Soviet ground force battalions throughout the 

Soviet Army . 

It is not yet possible to reach a definite con

clusion as to how long the brigade or some predecessor unit 

has been in Cuba. As related in the next section of this 

White Paper, the Soviet units identified in Cuba during 

the 1962 missile crisis included a ground combat unit at 

the same location near Santiago de las Vegas where elements 

of the present brigade have been identified. The United 

States intelligence community believed that the unit present 

near Santiago de las Vegas in 1962 was removed from Cuba after 

the end of the missile crisis, and had no firm indication 

.that any Soviet ground combat unit was present in the 

Santiago de las Vegas area or any other part of Cuba. 

There were some later but inconclusive indications that 

elements of a combat unit were reintroduced by 1968 or·'
at least \ 

by 1975 or 1976. It is now clear that the unit has been 

present at least since 1975 or 1976, and it is at least 

possible that it has been there since 1962 or 1968. 
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2. The Significance of the Brigade in the Light 
of the 1962 Missile Crisis and Soviet-Cuban 
Military Relationships Since That Time 

A. The 1962 Missile Crisis 

The Cuban missile crisis in the Fall of 1962 was the 

gravest development in Soviet-America:n relationships since 

World War II. The concealed deployment of Soviet missiles 

in Cuba, capable of delivering nuclear warheads to targets 

in the United States and its neighbors in the Caribbean 

region posed an intolerable threat to our national security 

and that of the Western hemisphere. 

The current presence of the Soviet ground combat 

brigade does not directly threaten the United States as did 

the missiles of 1962. Nevertheless, the 1962 crisis and 

its aftermath must be understood to appraise the significance 

of the brigade's presence in 1979. 

In the Summer of 1962 we began observing a sub-

stantial movement of Soviet personnel and equipment into 

Cuba. There were numerous rumors that the Soviets were 

planning to install.offensive weapons in Cuba capable of 

reaching United States targets. But intensive surveillance 

did not confirm these rumors until a U-2 flight on October 14. 

That flight clearly identified the.preparation of a Soviet 

medium-range missile base in the San Cristobal area. 
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Additional surveillance confirmed preparations for the deploy

ment of three major Soviet offensive weapons systems in Cuba: 

6 MRBM (medium range ballistic missile) sites 

3 IRBM (intermediate range ballistic missile) sites 

2 squadrons of IL-28 nuclear capable bombers. 

On October 22, President Kennedy announced these 

facts to the American public. He instituted a "quarantine" 

of Cuba backed by a naval blockade, intensified our surveil

lance of the build-up, reinforced our naval base at Guantanamo, 

and appealed to the Soviet Union to withdraw these offensive 

weapons immediately from Cuba. As the result of negotiations 

during the ensuing month, the Soviet Union agreed to withdraw the 

offensive weapons, and the quarantine was lifted on November 20. 

As part of these arrangements, the United States and the Soviet 

Union agreed that United Nations observers could conduct on-site 

inspections of the removal of the offensive weapons systems 

from Cuba, that the further introduction of such weapons systems 

would not'occur, and that the United States would give assurances 

against an invasion of Cuba. 

The Soviet Union proceeded promptly to remove 

the offensive weapons systems, and the United States verified 

this removal by intensive aerial and naval surveillance. 

President Castro subsequently declined to permit the on-site 

inspections by United Nations observers. As a result, the 

United States did not give the agreed assurances against an 

invasion of Cuba. 
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Before the 1962 crisis was resolved, our surveillance 

noted the existence of Soviet ground combat units in Cuba 

deployed at four major and several smaller locations. One of 

the four major locations was near Santiago de las Vegas, at 

the same place where we have now identified major elements of 

the current brigade. 

In the course of the 1962 negotiations, the United 

States called the existence of these units to the attention 

of the Soviet Union. In a letter from Chairman Khrushchev 

to President Kennedy dated November 20, 1962, Chairman 

Khrushchev stated that the Soviet Union would "ship out of 

Cuba those groups of our military personnel which although 

[they] were not directly involved in servicing the rocket 

weapons now removed still had something to do with guarding 

those installations." At his news conference on November 20 

announcing the lifting of the quarantine, President Kennedy 

.stated on the basis of this letter: 

"The importance of our continued vigilance is 

underlined by our identification in recent days 

of a number of Soviet ground combat units in Cuba, 

although we are informed that these and other Soviet 

units were associated with the protection of offensive 

weapons systems and will also be withdrawn in due 

course." 
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In a subsequent conversation of November 29, 1962 

between President Kennedy and Soviet First Deputy Chairman 

Mikoyan, President Kennedy said that the withdrawal agreement 

covered missiles, bombers, and in due course, other units 

destined to service or guard the strategic offensive weapons. 

He also said there was of course other military material 

present in Cuba about which he was not speaking. Mr. Mikoyan 

said that the correspondence between the two Heads of State 

is clear on that point. 

During the 1962 negotiations the Soviet Union did 

not specifically identify the ground combat unit observed 

at Santiago de las Vegas (or any other specific unit) as 

one of the units which were present to guard the missile bases 

and were to be removed in due course. One of the four major 

units identified in 1962 was located at Holguin, some distance 

from the missile bases, but the other three, (Santiago de las 

Vegas, Remedios, and Artemisa), were located near Soviet 

missile bases. 

The United States conducted intensive surveillances 

during 1963 to determine whether the Soviet ground combat 

units were being removed. By 1964 the intelligence community 

concluded that the ground combat units had been essentially 

withdrawn. It was believed that the remaining Soviet military 

presence in Cuba consisted of between 500 and 2000 personnel 

primarily engaged in training, advisory and communications 
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intelligence collection activities, but this was not a very 

firm estimate. 

As noted, the� area near Santiago de las Vegas 

where the Soviet ground combat unit was identified in 1962 

is the identical area where major elements of the present 

brigade are now identified. The intelligence community had 

estimated that only 200 Soviet military personnel were 

present in this area in 1964 (as compared to between 1200 

and 1500 in 1962). A recent retrospective analysis of 

photographs and other data obtained since 1964 shows that the 

facility at Santiago de las Vegas has been undergoing periodic 

improvement and expansion and the presence of combat equipment 

has been periodically noted. From 1964 until recently, 

however, the intelligence community associated this facility 

with a Cuban rather than a Soviet military presence. 

B. Soviet-Cuban Military Relationships Since the 
1962 Crisis 

From time to time since 1964, the United States 

has observed various activities in Cuba which appeared to 

raise questions under the 1962 Agreement. U-2 photographs 

on August 26, 1970, showed the initial stages of construction 

of barracks and a wharf on Alcatraz Island near Cienfuegos, 

On September 7, 1970, a Soviet naval task force arrived, 

including a submarine tender, two guided missile cruisers 
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and two support barges of a type which the Soviets had used 

in facilities supporting nuclear-powered submarines. The 

United States called these facts to the attention of the 

Soviet Union. In a note dated October 6, 1970, the Soviet 

Union reconfirmed the 1962 commitment relating to offensive 

weapons and stated that it was "not doing in Cuba now -

that includes the area of the Cienfuegos port -- anything 

of the kind that would contradict that mentioned understanding." 

In a reply note dated October 9, 1970, the United States set 

forth its understanding of the above-quoted phrase as meaning 

that the Soviet Union " will not establish, utilize, or permit 

the es.tablishment of any facility in Cuba that can be employed 

to support or repair Soviet naval ships capable of carrying 

offensive weapons; i.e. , submarines or surface·-to surface 

ships armed with nuclear capability, or surface-to.::.surface .. 

missiles." 

Since 1977 the United States has observed the 

construction 1 at Cienfuegos of a pier and a large high bay 

building of a type seen at a number of Soviet naval bases. 

These buildings can be used to handle or repair naval 

missiles or torpedoes. The Soviet Union has equipped the 

Cuban Navy with cruise missiles having a range of up to 50 

miles and designed for antishipping roles rather than shore 

bombardment. Because of the inconclusive nature of the 

evidence to date, no question has been raised with the 
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Soviet Union concerning compliance with the 1962 Agreement, 

but surveillance of the Cienfuegos facility is continuing. 

In the Fall of 1978, the United States observed 

that the Soviet Union was furnishing MIG-23 aircraft to the 

Cuban Air Force in Cuba. Because MIG-23 aircraft in some 

configurations are capable of carrying nuclear weapons, 

and because MIG-23s stationed in Cuba are capable of reaching 

the Southeastern United States, the United States raise this 

question with the Soviet Union. In response, the Soviet Union 

replied that the aircraft in question "were of the same class 

as those previously in Cuba and had nothin� to do with the 

1962 Agreement." (The Soviet MIG-2ls present in Cuba during 

the 1962 missile crisis were not considered to be offensive 

weapons under the 1962 Agreement and remained in Cuba as part 

of the Cuban Air Force.) The Soviet Union also reconfirmed 

its intention to abide by the 1962 Agreement and confirmed 

that the MIG-23 planes delivered to Cuba do not have the 

capability of being used as carriers of nuclear weapons.* 

There are of course many other Soviet-Cuban military 

relationships not related to the 1962 missile crisis or the 

1962 understanding. In addition to the Soviet ground combat 

brigade, the intelligence community estimates that there is a 

military assistance group in Cuba of between 500 and 1000 

personnel engaged in training Cuban military personnel, 

as well as an additional 1000 Soviet military personnel at 

*See the more detailed alternative for the remainder of the paper 
a t  the end of this draft. 
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the communications collection intelligence facility at 

Lourdes. Since 1970 the Soviets have flown T�95 recon

naissance flights from the Soviet Union to Cuba and return, 

conducting reconnaissance throughout the Atlantic area. 

Since 1969, Soviet naval task forces have called period-

ically at Cuban ports on nineteen occasions. When Cuban 

pilots were deployed to Africa in 1976 and 1978, Soviet 

pilots were integrated into Cuban units as substitutes. 

Between 1961 and 1978 the Soviet Union furnished more than 

$1.5 billion worth of military aid to Cuba. 

The command and organizational structure of the 

Cuban Army is largely based on Soviet models. During the 

past five years the Soviet Union has conducted a major 

program to modernize the equipment of the Cuban armed forces. 

Among the modern weapons transferred in recent years are 12 

Miq23 fighter aircraft, more than 20 Mifl helicopters, 20 AN-

-

26 transport planes, 7 OSAII cruise missile patrol boats, a 
" 

Foxtrot class submarine, 2 Turya hydrofoil patrol boats, 40 

BM21 multiple rocket launchers, and 50 T62 tanks. 
A � 

The Soviet Union has also trained and equipped 

large Cuban expeditionary forces that have participated in 

civil and border wars in Angola and EthiopiaSomalia, and 
II 

Buban military personnel have trained guerilla forces 

participating in the civil wars in Africa and Latin America. 
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reached a total of 25 to 30,000 men, many of whom engaged 

in a direct combat role. These forces arrived directly 

from Cuba but much of their equipment came from the Soviet 

Union. In Ethiopia, similarly, a Cuban force of 15,000-

17,000 including pilots and three ground force brigades, 

was met in Ethiopia by a full set of equipment shipped 

directly from the Soviet Union, including MIGs, helicopters, 

medium tanks, and armored personnel carriers. 

C. The Significance of the Soviet Brigade 

The facts set forth above provide the perspective 

to appraise the true significance of the Soviet brigade. 

The relevant points are these: 

1. The __ brigade' s presence_ does not threaten 

the dp!_I!estic security of_the United States. 

The brigade has no airlift or sealift support. 

While these could conceivably be provided, the 

size and combat capability of the brigade is 

too small for any conceivable military operation 

aimed at the United States. 

2. The presence of a Soviet ground combat 

unit in the Western Hemisphere has always been 

a matter of concern to the United States. /The 

brigade is the only known Soviet bloc ground 
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combat unit in Cuba or elsewhere in the 

Western Hemisphere. On the only previous 

occasion when we observed Soviet ground 

combat units in this hemisphere ( the units 

observed in Cuba during the 1962 crisis ) , 

the Soviet Union agreedto remove the units 

guarding the missile bases. While it was 

never clear whether this commitment covered 

all the ground combat units we observed, 

President Kennedy and Secretary State Rusk 

stated repeatedly that so long as such a 

Soviet military presence remained in Cuba, 

the United States could not accept the 

situation. By 1964, the United States 

intelligence community concluded that no 

Soviet ground combat units remained in Cuba, 

and the issue of whether we would accept 

their continuing presence was mooted. 

3. The fact that the Soviet Union and Cuba have 

maintained secrecy about the brigade is itself 

a matter for concern. The presence of the 

Soviet brigade has been kept secret by the 

Soviet Union and Cuba. The purposes of that 

presence remain unclear. The combat capability 

• •  •••••• ••••••••••••• ouooooo oooo•o••-00000000000_.,,._ __ ooooooooouoooooooooooooooooOOooouoooo.ooooooooO•O•O•o•ooooooooooooooooooOooooouuooooooooooooooonoOOUOOOOO.....,...,.,.._,,.,..,,:�:== ... �����==:::::.•:.�=-====�.:.·:�:::::-:::."":::.� 
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of the brigade has not been denied. With 

equipment and advice and support from the 

Soviet Union, Cuban armed forces continue to 

take part in civil and border wars in many 

parts of the world that do not affect the 

legitimate interests of Cuba. So long as 

the status quo remains unchanged, there is 

a reasonable basis for concern that the brigade 

has a purpose related not to the defense of 

Cuba, but to the use of Cuban or Soviet force 

against the territory of another state. 
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In and of itself the existence of the Soviet brigade in 

Cuba does not Bose an immediate military threat to the 

United States. However, the political and military 

significance of the Soviet brigade in Cuba cannot be viewed 

in isolation.· It must be seen against the broader back-

ground of the pattern of Soviet/Cuban military activity 

and intervention in the Third World, and particularly 

the continued expansion of this activity in Latin America 

and the Caribbean. The uninterrupted continuation of these 

developments poses a threat to global stability, peace in 

the Western Hemisphere, and to U.S. security. 

While the Cubans may have reasons of their own for pursuing 

inte-rventionist policies in Africa and Latin America, the 

fundamental fact is that they could not do this without 

Soviet support. Since the early 1960s the Soviet Union has 

supplied almost all of Cuba's military equipment. Soviet 

arms shipments to Cuba from 1961 through 1978 equalled 

$1.55 billion, including $150 million in 1978. 

Beginning in 1975, the Soviets began a program to build up 

the Cuban forces, both in quality and quantity. Deliveries 

grew steadily and by 1978 they had reached 32,400 tons, the 

highest level in a decade. Arms deliveries in 1979 are 

expected to reach the 1978 level. 

As a result of this huge build-up, the Cuban military in the 
t-1 

1 past four years has been transformed from an army with a 

defensive mission to one with .significant offensive capabilities. . 
+DP SEGREl-
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The USSR has provided Havana with a maj or naval facility, 

submarines, almost 100 naval vessels, 280 advanced aircraft, 

including ground-attack models of the MIG-23, a wide variety 

of ground force equipment, including more than 200 tanks 

and 650 armored personnel carriers, and all the other 

characteristics of a modern armed force. Cuba is now by 

far the best armed local force in the region. 

It is significant that the Soviets do not charge the Cubans 

a penny for the equipment which they provide to Havana, and 

that Cuba, although it claims to be an "nonaligned" nation, 

is the only country in the world which receives Soviet 

military equipment free of charge. The Warsaw Pact countries 

Czechoslovakia, East Germany, Bulgaria and all the others 

have to pay for their military equipment. Cuba does not. 

Moreover, there is a strong correlation between the 

intensification of the Soviet military commitment to 

Cuba and another significant development in 1975: the 

Soviet decision to support one of the three factions 

engaged in the civil war in Angola and to transport some 

20,000 Cuban troops to fight in that civil war. 

A large portion of the arms used by the Cuban ground 

forces in Angola was Soviet equipment from Cuba. 

The shipment of these arms to Cuba began to pick up 

concurrent with the Cuban involvement in Angola. As 

--TOP SECRET 
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noted earlier, since 1975 -- the year when Cuba 

began its military involvement in Angola -- Soviet 

arms shipments to Cuba have risen each succeeding 

year, reaching a decade high in 1978. 

Subsequently, despite our protests and the concerns ex

pressed by other nations, the Soviets financed another 

Cuban army and transported it to Ethiopia where with the 

full logistical support of the USSR it engaged in combat 

in another civil war. Moreover, in contrast to Angola, 

the Cuban forces in Ethiopia were supplied almost entirely 

with Soviet arms brought directly from the USSR by sea 

and air. 

-- Between November 1977 and April 1978 Soviet 

ships delivered 80,000 tons of military equip

ment to Ethiopia. 

-- In addition, Soviet passenger ships transported 

the initial contingent, between 2,000-4,000 Cuban 

troops to Ethiopia, followed by an airlift of Cuban 

troops. (TS) 

-- For the first time, Cuban air and ground forces 

fought under the overall command of Soviet military 

officers. The combined military operation in Ethiopia 
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was coordinated in part through frequent high-level 

consultations between Cuban and Soviet officials in 

Moscow, Havana, and Addis Ababa. 

In addition, since 1977, Cuban and Soviet advisors have 

been cooperating in training Zapu (Zimbabwe African Peoples 

Union) forces in Zambia and Angola under the overall super-

vision of the Soviets. 

And following the outbreak of fighting between North and 

South Yemen in February 1979, Soviet aircraft transported 

at least several hundred Cuban troops to South Yemen from 

Ethiopia, swelling the total Cuban military presence there 

to about 1,000. The Cubans provided rear echelon support 

services and security and advised PDRY ground and air 

forces in the use of Soviet equipment. 

Today there are some 40,000 Cubans, most of them armed 

combat troops, stationed outside the confines of their 

country in various nations in Asia, Africa and Latin 

America. These Cubans receive their entire support --

their logistics, their transportation, their military 

weapons -- from the Soviet Union. Most importantly, as 

a result of the recent Soviet build-up in Cuba since 1975, 

the Cubans now have a lift capability to pursue their ad-

ventures throughout the Caribbean and Central America. 

JnP SECRET 
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It is against the background of this intervention and the 

overall build-up of the Cuban armed forces into he most 

modern and formidable military force in Latin America that 

the issue of the Soviet brigade must be seen. This in-

creasing military cooperation between the Soviet U nion, 

coupled with the growth of Soviet/Cuban military· capabilities 

in our own backyard and the Cuban support for revolutionary 

movements and covert actions in a number of Latin American 

countries, is a matter of grave concern to the United States. 

It was undertaken in disregard of long-standing U.S. sensi-

tivities, and its coninuation could pose a serious threat 

to stability in an area that has historically been considered 

important to U.S. national security. 

�. TOP SECRff 
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Electrostatic Copy Made 

for Preservation Purpose& 

September 21, 1979 

MEMORANDUM TO: President Jimmy Carter 

-. . ., •"' ' - .: ' .. � . . . . . 

I have thciught;a good bit about Cuba since talking 

with you on Tuesday of this week and I am fearful that they 

(sJJ._r) 
will try to get you to withdraw or agree to a delay and avoid 

a vote prior to the general election next year. 

You will get a lot of flak and some political damage 

if they vote and defeat it, but I arn convinced you will get as 

much more if it is allowed to dangle into next year and in-

volved in the election. There could be some political wisdom 

in which any of the ambitious senators might join to delay 

this thing and let some candidate claim that if you are de-

feated he can work it out with the senate. 

Would it be possible or wise to do the following: 

(1) Lay out the facts about how the question of 

troops developed. 

(2) How the information presented a problem that 

should and could have been resolved in normal discussions with 

the Russians. 

(3) Senator Church came about the information due 

to his chairmanship and it would normally have been treated as 

confidential, but for reasons sufficient for him it was made 

public. 
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(4) There is a continuing dispute between the 

Russians and the United States about the facts. 

(5) While we cannot accept the situation on the 

basis of what we believe the facts to be, it does not present 

a present danger to the United States. 

(6) The problem can be resolved in time and should 

not impede the progress or.success of SALT II. 

(7) I have submitted the treaty to the senate in 

accordance with the constitution and it is the duty of that 

body to either consent or reject� 

(8) I have offered to make reasonable compromises 

in the size of the defense budget, but I cannot agree to an 

extended delay. 

(9) While it would be a disservice to the nation 

and the world for the treaty to be rejected, it will be even 

worse that it be pushed aside, caught up in election year and 

finally defeated or abandoned. 

(10) The country is entitled to a prompt and 

responsible action by the senate and I hope the people will 

demand action. 

Perhap� if you could indicate to Senator Byrd that 

something like this was coming, he might could develop some 

sort of a basis on which the senate could proceed and accept 

or consent to the treaty. 
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I do not believe that the senate would like to take 

the responsibility of having rejected the treaty. If they do, 

it is likely that history will show that it is comparable to 

the senate's rejection of President Wilson's League of Nations 

proposal. 

It may be that patience might require delay before 

taking such action, but I have a gut feeling that Senator Byrd 

might be willing to help and advise you in working this out 

fairly promptly. If not, I feel it would be more harm in 

delaying it indefinitely than having it defeated in the senate. 

CHK/b 
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Tonight I want to talk with you about the subject 

�0� 
that is my highest concern, as it has been �he highest 

f.Rt:i( � aM" 
concQrR o� every President. That subject is/the security 

of the United States. 

We are at peac� tonight, as we have been at peace 

'fA 
throuout the time of my service in this office. The peace 

we enjoy is the peace of the strong. Our national defenses 

are unsurpassed in the world. Those defenses are stronger 

tonight than they were two years ago; they will be 

stronger two years from now than they are tonight, because 

of carefully planned improvements that are going forward 

with your support and with the support of Congress. 

Our program for modernizing and strengthening the 

military forces of the NATO alliance is on track, with 

the full cooperation and participation of our European 

allies. Our strategic nuclear forces are powerful enough 
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to destroy any potential adversary many times over, and 

the invulnerability of those forces will soon be further 

assured by a new system of powerful mobile missiles. 

-rlt.'sf' srsf-fl-ltJ QA� efest$/lt'el �� sl.lnlt' llHtl' Lt"kPttt'. 

Beyond these military defenses, �d fex-t-he:7f±rst-timi} 

we are on the threshold of a great advance in the control 

of nuclear weapons -- the adoption of the second 

Strategic Arms Limitation Treaty, or SALT I I . 

This evening I also want to report to you about the 

highly publicized Soviet brigade in Cuba and about its 

bearing on the important relationship between our nation 

and the Soviet Union. 

This is not a ;6imple or easy subject. 

The United States and the Soviet Union are the two 

a¥-d 
most powerful nations on earth.! 1\ fhe relationship between 

,.f J-m/o fu.eA-
US is complex.(' because _flJ'ere ar<fl strong elements of both 

competition and cooperation. 
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Our fundamental philosophies conflict, and quite 

l1tfh ;,.,((_,I 
often our/interests conflict as well. 

�ta��·� 
u� as two great nations, we do have common interests and 

share an overwhelming mutual concern in preventing a nuclear 
war. We must recognize therefore that nuclear arms control 
agreements are vital to both our countries. And we must also 
exercise self-restraint in our relations and be �e�proeally 
sensitive to each other's concerns.-

Recently L�wever� we have obtained evidence that a 

Soviet combat brigade has been in Cuba for several years. 

The presence of Soviet combat troops in Cuba is of serious 

concern to us. 

I want to reassure you at the outset thatwe do not 

face any immediate, concrete threat that could escalate 

into war.< 

But we do face a challenge. It is a challenge to our 

wisdom -- a challenge to our ability to act in a firm, 

decisive way without destroying the basis for cooperation 
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which helps to maintain world peace and control nuclear 

weapons. It is a challenge to our determination to give a 

measured and effective response to Soviet competition 

and to Cuban military acti vit
.
s around the world. 

Now let me explain the specific problem of the 

I'YI ovt2.. 

Soviet brigade and �] describe the ..Ageneral problem 

of Soviet-Cuban military activism in the Third World. 

Here is the background on Soviet forces in Cuba: 

As most of you know, 17 years ago in the era of the Cold War, 

the Soviet Union suddenly attempted to introduce offensive 

nuclear missiles and bombers into Cuba. This direct threat 

to the United States ended with the Soviet agreemen t  to 

withdraw those nuclear weapons, and a commitment not to 

introduce offensive weapons into Cuba thereafter. 

At the time of that 1962 missile crisis, there were 

�tre... t{_""" 
seme 20,000 Soviet military personnel in Cuba. Most of them 

/1. 
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were also withdrawn, and we monitored their departure. 

It was believed that those who stayed behind were not 

combat forces but were there to advise and train Cubans 

and to perform intelligence functions. 

Just recently American intelligence obtained persuasive 

evidence that some of these Soviet forces had been organized 

into a combat unit. When attention was then focussed on 

a careful review of past intelligence data, it was possible 

for our experts to conclude that this unit had existed�for 

several years, probably since the mid-1970s and possibly 

even longer. 

This unit appears to be a brigade of two to three thousand 

me;tn. It is armed with about forty tanks and other modern 

military equipment. It has been organized as a combat unit, 

and its training exercises have been those of a combat unit. 
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This is not a large force, nor an assault force. 

It presents no direct threat to us. It has no airborne 

or seaborne capability. In contrast to the 1962 crisis, 

no nuclear threat to the U.S. is involved. 

Nevertheless this Soviet brigade in Cuba is a serious 

matter. It contributes to tension in the Caribbean and 

Central American region. The delivery of modern arms to 

Cuba and the presence of Soviet naval forces in Cuban 

waters have strengthened the Soviet-Cuban military 

n�� htt I'( a.fcfff'/ 
relationship,and ad ed to the fears of some countries 

that they may come under Soviet or Cuban pressure. 

During the last few years the Soviets have been 

increasing the delivery of military supplies to Cuba. 

The result is that Cuba now has one of the largest, 

best equipped armed forces in this region ,ana G:ae¥ us� � 

"'1"':"" tl ,-e 
1..d .. e. d 

these military forcesA
to intrude into other countries in 

Africa and the Middle East. 
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There is a special relationship between Cuba and 

the Soviet Union. The Cubans get their weapons free. 

Other Soviet satellite countries have to pay for their 

military supplies. 

The Communist regime in Cuba is an economic failure; 

it cannot sustain itself. The Soviet Union must send to 

Cuba about $8 million in economic aid every day! 

au�tWXS ,J_ f"", d_e.{) c,_S �o d.ou 
��hougl�de± Castro does]not pay money for � 

� tk <!.oJ.,a-. f"4'1e.. f"-1 
Russian arms}��.·he hets paid/\ a much higher price. In every 

international dispute, on every international issue,��� 

Q_,._J., (i..v,. V" e!'i' I,...._� 
�&�automatically follows the Soviet line. 

ct. 

The Soviet brigade is �e l&�&t} manifestation of 

Moscow's dominance of Cuba. It raises the level of that 

dominance -- and it raises the level of responsibility 

e s < a-16.... -/1"' c.1 
that the Soviet Union must take for�Cuban military actions 

abroad. 
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Now �ant to report further on what we are doing to 

resolve these prob�lems and to counter these activities. 

Over the past three weeks w� have discussed this 

issue at great length with top Soviet officials. 

We have made it clear that the presence of a Soviet 

combat unit in Cuba is a matter of serious concern to us. 

<t-- The Soviet Union does not admit that the unit in 

question is a combat �ffieiarlyzt : t 

-----------
--

t
�f

��is a training center, that it has b n in pl ce 

1 , and that it has not ch ged significant! 

in or in function since 

By these sta� enE the Soviets apparently ecognize 

at the p�f a Soviet grou in Cuba 

,/ w uld ge/a matter of 
/' 

/ 
. rr.J ----

-

1../-ouJ� .<A- 1 

�· AThe Soviets have made certain statements to us with 

our 

respect to � concern: 
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-- That the unit in question is a training center, 

that it does nothing more than training, and can do 

nothing more: 

-- That they will not change its function or status 

as a training center. We understand this to mean that 

they do not intend to enlarge the unit or give it additional 

capabilities: 

�1 J,.f'! Srud 
7hat the Soviet personnel in Cuba are not and 

nerho�t 
will not be a threat to the U.S. or to any other staEe: 

� 4 
That they reaffirm the 1962 fupder:.�g} uv-de..r5JOALd,.._1 

of if..is u,.,�d;�, 
and the mutually agreed confirmation

A
in 1970, not to 

station offensive weapons in Cuba, and will abide by it 

in the future. We, for our part, reconfirm this under-

standing. 
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ClSY.u�ces· 
These s-�tements have been given to me from the 

highest leve�of the Soviet government. 

�� f.VL-J-<A a: f I � s;;t. e.tJ' J � ce. iha-t
Although we �e still convinceS. that iJ:l tae peu;§ the 

IS 

unit �as hee� a combat brigade, the Soviet statements about 

the future non-combat status of the unit are significant. 

However, we shall not rest on these Soviet statements 

FrrS �J 
alone. AWe will monitor the status of the Soviet forces 

e\ 
SecondJ 

by increased survillance of Cuba. �We will assure that 

no Soviet unit in Cuba can be used as a combat force to 

threaten the security of the United States or any other 

nationf in this hemisphere. 

Those nations can be confident that the United States 

will act in response to a request for assistance in meeting 

any such threat from Soviet or Cuban forces. 

This policy is consistent with our responsibilities 

as a member of the Organization of American States and a 

. ,  ·.: 
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party to the Rio Treaty. It is a re�ffirmation in new 

circumstances of John F. Kennedy's declaration in 1963 

"that we would not permit any troops from Cuba to move 

off the Island of Cuba in any offensive action against any 

neighboring countries : ' 

�,,.-d I 

�I am establishing a permanent, full-time Caribbean 

Joint Task Force Headquarters at Key West, Florida,. � 

o.rde_r_±.O-moni-tor_the-si.t uation __ in __ .the _ Caribbean reg ion 

,., 
to this headquartesr 

.e Regeeea�y from all the military services responsible 

for expanded planning�nd��nducting exercises. This 

headquarters unit will employ designated forces for action 

if required. This will substantially improve our capability 

i-o Yltl o �, , htv a.n A ••<s ('t-..,.. J � "-C' u! I y 
�r rapid-respens� to any attempted military encroachment 

in the region. 
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man eu. v t"tt-J 

,we will expand military �teFeiees in the region, and 

we will conduct these onereieeetregularly from now on. 

In accordance with existing treaty rights, the United States 

will, of course, keep our forces in Guantanamo. 

Ltl•e<: �n:��=- t�e ability of 

-

tr��bled&;:::::...,l 
'/(Dd Cen6nl AmericaiJ peoplES to resist soC:�"l 

/ 

I ��� 
�' possible Communist � will increase our 

�. -·---· --

economic to alleviate their unmet economic 

our ground, sea and air units to distant areas --

·� 
rapidly and with adequate supplies. We aFe @:no�r 

__t)�ct-rtrl�. a� to do this([ · ..  
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\.... 

!-have directed the Secre� of Defense t.o_a.c.cel erate. 

--the£l:C:;: effe:l"t:s. 

We have reinforced our naval presence in the Indian Ocean. 

We are �nhancing our intelligence capability in 

order to monitor Soviet and Cuban military activities --

both in Cuba and throughout the world. We will increase 

our efforts to guard against damage to our crucial 

intelligence sources and methods of collection, without 

impairing civil and constitutional rights. 

These steps reflect my determination to preserve 

peace, to strengthen our alliances, and to defend the 

interests of the United States. In developing them, I have 

consulted not only with my own advisers, but with Congressional 

leaders and with a bipartisan group of dis-tinguished American 

citizens as well. The decisions are .my own, and I take full 

responsibility for them as President and as Commander-in-

Chief. 
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/\ 

I have concluded that the b�igade issue is certainly 

no reason for a return to the Cold War. A lf-oliey --o-fj 

confrontation might be emotionally satisfying for a few 

days or a ie�weeks for some people, but it would be 

destructive to the national interest and the �a�ioRaYsecurity 

of the United States. 

We must continue the basic policy that the United States 

has followed for 20 years, under six Administrations;of 

both parties -- a policy that recognizes that we are in 

competition with the Soviet Union in some fields, and that 

we seek cooperation in others -- notably maintaining the 

peace and controlling nuclear arms. 

The greatest danger to American security tonight is 

certainly not the two or three thousand Soviet troops in 

Cuba. §r is it- tfie 40-,9-0-0J--cuban--mili.tary-.. troops in Afric� 
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The greatest danger to all the nations of the world --

including the United States and the Soviet Union -- is the 

breakdown of a common effort to preserve the peace, and the 

ultimate threat of a nuclear war. 

I renew my call to the Senate of the United States to 

ratify the SALT II Treaty. 

SALT II is a solid treaty. Ensuring compliance with its 

terms will not be a matter of trust. We have highly sophisticated 

national technical means, carefully focussed on the Soviet Union 

to ensure that the Treaty is verifiable. This Treaty is the 

most important step ever taken in controlling strategic nuclear 

arms. 

It permits us to strengthen our defense and preserve 

the strategic balance at lower risk and cost. During the past 

VIAa..Je. 
few years we have �een-ma-king] real increases in our defense 

expenditures to fulfill the goals of our Five Year Defense 

/..A-IC.. C...£�...y... 

Plan. 11SALT II l:peJ;"m-i-t:s-·-us---� concentrate these increases in 

areas where our interests are most threatened and where direct 

military challenge is most likely. 
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The rejection of SALT would seriously compromise our 

nation's peace and security. 

Of course wehave;disagreements with the Soviets. 

Of course we have conflicts with them. If we did not have 

those disagreements and conflicts, we would not need a 

treaty to reduce the possibility of nuclear war between 

us. 

If SALT II is rej ected, these disagreements and 

conflicts could take on a new and ominous dimension. 

Against the background of an uncontrolled nuclear arms race, 

every confrontation or dispute could carry the seeds of 

a nuclear confrontation. 

In addition, SALT II is crucial to American leadership 

and to the further strengthening of the Western Alliance. 

Obviously a secure Europe is vital to our own security. 
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The leaders of our European allies support SALT II --

unanimously. We have talked to a number of those leaders 

in the past several days. And I must tell you tonight 

that if the Senate fails to approve the SALT Treaty, 

these leaders and their countries would be confused and 

deeply alarmed. If our allies should lose confidence in 

our ability to negotiate successfully for the control of 

nuclear weapons, our effort to build a stronger and more 

united NATO could fail. 

I know that for M_embers of Congress, this is a 

troubling and difficult issue in a troubling and difficult 

time� @_n£-e-rt:una-tely-,-eve:r=-y-:four · year-s-th�Gli-t::_ical-season 

But the Senate 

has a tradition of being the greatest deliberative body in 

the world, and the whole world is wa�ching the Senate today. 

I am confident that all Senators will_perform their high 

responsibilities as ltheiL-j.udgmen-t.-0� the national interest 

requires. 
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Politics and nuclear arsenals do not mix. 

We must not play politics with the security of the -

United States. We must not play politics with the survival 

of the human race. We must not play politics with SALT II. 

It is much too important for that -- too vital to our 

. country, to our allies, and to the cause of peace. 

The purpose of \!:ati fyingJ the SALT II Treaty and the 

'lilA'{ 
purpose of�e:J actions �xi! in dealing with Soviet 

(L� 
� 

and Cuban military relationships �1 exactly the same 

to keep our nation secure and to maintain a world at peace. 

As a powerful nation -� as a superpower -- we have 

i--o "'t\ At"'- �G\.1 � 
a special responsibility �i-nt;aining1 stability even 

when there are serious disagreements among nations. 
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We have had fundamental differences with the 

Soviet Union since 1917. I have no illusions about these 

differences,but the best way to deal with them successfully 

is to maintain American unity, American will and American 

strength. 

That is what I am determined to do. 

The struggle for peace -- the long, hard struggle 

to bring weapons of mass destruction under the control 

of human reason and human law -- is the central drama of 

our age. 

At another time of challenge in our nation's history, 

President Abraham Lincoln told the American. people: 

"We shall nobly save, or meanly lose, the last best hope 

of earth." 

tlc. t� .( w I S-e I y "{1o.e 
We ci;g:S"e �e) then, and preserved G:�;M" Union. Let us 

a_c.t- W1 )<..\'( *e 
cll.&i'ese\__OOp€1 now, and preserve � world. 

# 
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